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Duquesne Light Company hereby submits these comments in response to the

Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission's ("Commission's") Advance Notice of Proposed

Rulemaking Order adopted September 25, 2008 to Amend the Provisions of 52 Pa.

Code, Chapter 56 to Comply with the provisions of 66 Pa. C.S., Chapter 14; General

Review of Regulations at Docket No. L-00060182.

Duquesne has previously participated in this process at Docket M-00041802

(regarding the Implementation of Chapter 14) in supporting comments filed on behalf of

member companies of the Energy Association of Pennsylvania (EAPA). Duquesne

offered comments on May 8, 2006 regarding the Biennial Report to the General

Assembly and Governor Pursuant to Section 1415 at Docket No. M-00041802F0003.

Additionally, on February 14, 2007, Duquesne offered comments to the Advanced

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking entered on December 4, 2006.

Duquesne appreciates the opportunity to provide its comments on the Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking Order adopted September 25, 2008. Duquesne Light has

reviewed the Comments filed by the Energy Association of Pennsylvania (EAPA) in this



proceediog aod fully supports those Commeots. While the EAPA's commeots are

iostructive sod represeotative of the iodustry, Duquesoe desires to address several

matters that are of specific coocero.

Executive Summary

Duquesoe Light offers below its commeots oo a oumber of specific sectioos of

the proposed regulatioos that it feels will cootioue to restrict its ability to effectively

maoage uocollectibles aod overall bad dept expeose, add oew requiremeots aod

iocrease operatiog expeose but which yield oo appareot beoefit, aod lastly, those areas

that Duquesoe feels would beoefit from chaoges or further defioitioo aod clarity.

Although Duquesoe offers commeots oo additiooal cooceros, Duquesoe is

especially cooceroed with areas of the proposed regulatioos fouod at:

1. §56.2, which uoder the defioitioo of household iocome, requires ao

exclusioo of "iocome ioteoded for the use of a mioor", such as Social

Security, child support, SSI, aod assistaoce from the Departmeot of

Welfare. Exclusioo of these forms of household iocome, which is

iocoosisteot with most other determioatioos of assistaoce program

eligibility, such as for LIHEAP, CRISIS aod the Pa. Departmeot of Public

Welfare beoefits, will have a dramatic impact oo Customer Assistaoce

Program expeoses, aod will oegatively affect paymeot arraogemeot leogth

aod repaymeot terms io direct cootradictioo with the Geoeral Assembly's

ioteot eoactiog Chapter 14.

2. §56.38, which io cootradictioo of 1404(a), places restrictioos oo

Duquesoe's ability to collect aod hold Security Deposits from applicaots



deemed to pose a financial risk. It is Duquesne's position that §56.38 be

stricken from the proposed regulations so that utilities are not required to

provide service if the applicant fails to pay the full amount of the

appropriate cash deposit.

3. §56.100, where the Commission is proposing requirements for additional

winter surveying of premises terminated for failure to pay. The existing

regulations already contain requirements mandating extensive outreach

efforts. Duquesne questions the cost benefit that would justify adding two

additional premise visit(s) that bring no new information to the

Commission or customers in addition to that which is required today. It is

Duquesne's position that no changes should be made to those current

regulations requiring utilities to conduct one survey during the heating

season.

4. §56.111, which extends medical rights to new service applicants. Medical

rights, which mandate electric service to a premise due to a health-related

situation, have long been an area abused by customers facing service

termination due to nonpayment. Duquesne questions the need to extend

these rights and protections to applicants yet to establish residency at a

premise where the service is off. It is Duquesne's position that references

to applicants in §56.111 be stricken and this section of the proposed

regulations be limited to only customers or occupants of the premises.



General Comments

Duquesne believes that the General Assembly was clear in their intent when

enacting Chapter 14. Duquesne finds this clarity provided in the Legislative Declaration

of Policy, in where the General Assembly stated:

'The rules have not successfully managed the issue of bill payment.

Increasing amounts of unpaid bills now threaten paying customers with higher

rates due to other customer's delinquencies...it is now time to revisit these rules

and provide protections against rate increases for timely paying customers

resulting from other customers delinquencies. The General Assembly seeks to

achieve greater equity by eliminating opportunities for customers capable of

paying to avoid the timely payment of public utility bills 66 Pa. C.S. §1402".

. In its proposed regulations, at §56.1, the Commission largely reiterates the intent

of the proposed regulatory changes, and states:

"Public utilities shall utilize the procedures in this chapter to effectively

manage customer accounts to prevent the accumulation of large, unmanageable

arrearages".

Through its recent decisions, the Commission has provided its position that

§1405(d) permits the Commission (in addition to instances where there has been a

change of income) to establish one payment agreement that meets the terms of

Chapter 14 before the prohibition against a second payment agreement in §1405(d)



applies. Duquesne disagrees. The express language of 66 Pa. C.S. §1405(d) is clear.

It states:

"Absent a change in income, the Commission shall not establish or order a

public utility to establish a second or subsequent payment agreement if a

customer has defaulted on a previous agreement".

Duquesne fully acknowledges and respects the Commission's authority to

investigate complaints regarding payment disputes between a public utility, applicants

and customers. However, Duquesne fails to see the benefit, absent a change in

household income, of establishing multiple payment agreements for customers who

have defaulted from a previous payment agreement. Further, it's unclear to Duquesne

how the Commission's practice of establishing second or subsequent payment

arrangements for customers who have defaulted on a previous agreement follows the

Statement of purpose and policy language found §56.1 (a), which states, in part:

"This chapter assures adequate provision of residential public utility

service, to restrict unreasonable termination or refusal to provide that service,

while eliminating opportunities for customers capable of paying to avoid the

timely payment of public utility bills and protecting against rate increases for

timely paying customers resulting from other customer's delinquency."

Duquesne respectfully requests the Commission reconsider its interpretation of

§1405(d) and its practice of establishing second or subsequent payment agreement for

those customers, absent a change in household income, who have defaulted on a



previous agreement. In so doing, the Commission will demonstrate its commitment to

enforcing the intent of Chapter 14 and the future rate increase protection language

found at §56.1 (a). The Commission should adopt, as part of these regulations, the

statutory language of §1405 (d).

Duquesne feels that there are several areas in these proposed regulations that

appear to not follow the General Assembly's language or intent or the Commission's

Statement of purpose and policy found at §56.1. It is incorporating those guiding

principles that Duquesne herein offers these Comments, as set forth below.

Specific Comments made to Proposed Regulations

§56.2 Definitions

Duquesne opposes the proposed definition of "Household Income" found at 56.2,

that includes the language "does not include income intended for the use of a minor",

and the stated examples given for a minor's income that includes "Social Security, child

support, SSI, earnings, and grants from the Department of Public Welfare".

It has been long-standing industry practice to include these types of income

when making determinations of a household's ability to pay. With the exception of

income, each of the stated forms of assistance are generally provided to the parents or

guardians of minor children to offset or provide for the basic care and expenses of

minors within their care. The most recent application for a LIHEAP grant1 requires

applicants to provide the income type and amounts for each household member, and

provides the following instructions of income stating:

http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/Resources/Documents/Pdf/FilllnForms/PWEA0001-LiheapApplication.pdf



"PRINT below the monthly amount before taxes and the source of income,

such as employment, veteran's benefits, Unemployment Compensation,

public/cash assistance, SSI, Social Security, child support, interest/dividends

from bank accounts/investments."

Similarly, the application for CRISIS grants requires the applicant to bring proof

of their income, and lists SSI, Social Security, Pennsylvania Department of Public

Welfare benefits, Child Support or Alimony, among others, as the types of income the

applicant will need to verify. Even the Pennsylvania Department of Welfare's

application for benefits2 requires income information for each household member, and

includes income category codes for income received from employment, unemployment,

SSI, SSDI, disability payments, child support, alimony, and veteran benefits, among

many others.

Duquesne feels that the income types proposed to be excluded from household

income determinations are forms of assistance awarded for the basic care of the minor

and are required to be reported as income for other programs, such as LIHEAP,

CRISIS, and Pennsylvania Department of Public Welfare benefits. It is inappropriate to

exclude these forms of income or financial assistance in the proposed regulation's

definition of household income and when making determinations on the household's

ability to pay for electric service used by the occupants of the premise. This money is

paid to parents or a minor's guardian and definitely used to pay utilities.

In addition, should these earnings be excluded from household income, the likely

result would be a substantial increase in Customer Assistance Program enrollments as

more people would then qualify. Similarly, negotiated payment agreement terms would

2http://www.dpw.state.pa.us/Resources/Documents/Pdf/FilllnForms/APPL-FOR-BENEFITS.pdf



be lower, and the time requirements for repayment would be longer based on the

income exclusions, all of which increase the costs for the people who can pay. In

essence, the result would be regulations that are in direct contradiction with the clearly

stated intent of Chapter 14.

It is Duquesne's position that the definition of household income read as "the

combined gross income of all occupants in a residential household who benefit from the

public utility service" and strike any reference to not exclude supplemental assistance or

income intended for the use of a minor.

§56.36 (1) Reasons for denial of credit

Section §56.36 (1) also details lengthy written and verbal requirements if an

applicant is denied credit. Duquesne's concern with the proposed regulations found

here are the requirements to provide duplicative notices, both verbally and in writing,

given the differing customers needs and methods of contact with Duquesne. For

example, many customers call and speak with a Customer Service Representative

during normal business hours, and prefer to receive this information verbally. For these

customers, Duquesne believes providing this information verbally should be

appropriate, and no written notification should be needed.

Conversely, Duquesne Light has leveraged new technology and encourages

customers to apply for service "online" though use of Duquesne's website. Duquesne

has found that many customers enjoy and prefer to use this electronic technology over

placing or receiving traditional calls to or from the Company, which allows them to

submit applications for service at any time of the day or night. At the same time, these

electronic applications afford cost saving opportunities for the Company as the
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electronic applications can be processed during non-peak Call Center periods. In those

instances when these electronic applications for service are denied for credit reasons,

Duquesne provides a full written explanation of the reasons for the denial and the

requirements necessary to obtain service. For these customers, Duquesne believes

written notification to be completely appropriate. To add a requirement that also

requires the Company to telephone the customer and provide this information verbally,

appears to serve no purpose, provides no benefit to the applicant, and increases

Company operating expenses.

It is Duquesne's position that the proposed regulations found at §56.36 (1) not

include the requirement to provide a verbal denial statement in addition to the written

denial statement, as this imposes duplicative, unnecessary and costly requirements on

the Company which serve no apparent purpose.

§ 56.38 Payment period for deposits by applicants

Duquesne believes that next to properly identifying credit risk, the most effective

tool to mitigate uncollectible delinquencies is with the collection of a security deposit

from those customers determined to pose a financial risk.

As stated in comments filed earlier by Duquesne, utilities are a creditor, in that

they are required to provide service first, and then collect for that service after that

service is provided. We feel that the General Assembly provided this valuable tool to

the utilities in 1404 (a) when stating "the Commission shall not prohibit a public utility,

prior to or as a condition of providing service [emphasis added] from requiring a

cash deposit". Adding additional time for payment of a security deposit when properly



requested contradicts the General Assembly's intent at 1404 (a), and results in many

deposits not being able to be collected due to non-payment.

It is Duquesne's position that §56.38 be stricken from the proposed regulations

so that utilities are not required to provide service if the applicant fails to pay the full

amount of the appropriate cash deposit, consistent with statutory requirements as

stated in 1404(e).

§56.35 (2) (c), §56.36 Procedures and Standards to be Filed in Tariff

In numerous places throughout the proposed regulations, such as at §56.35 (2)

(c) and §56.36, the Commission is proposing to have utilities place their procedures and

standards used to determine the applicant's liability for outstanding balances, their

credit and application procedures and their credit scoring methodology and standards in

tariff filings for Commission review.

Duquesne does not have an objection if the general procedures and

methodology for credit are placed in a tariff. But the details of the procedures - such as

the breaking levels on the credit scores, weight of factors, and other inputs to the

assessment - should not be tariffed as those factors can and do change rapidly due to

credit conditions, inflation, income levels, and modifications to the process. Duquesne

estimates that the cost of each additional tariff filing resulting from this proposed

regulation would increase operating expenses at approximately $7,500 per filing.

Duquesne feels that this information may appropriately change frequently based

on any number of factors, influences, or business decisions. If credit-scoring

procedures, as one example, are required to be placed in the tariff, Duquesne's ability

to quickly modify and implement changes to internal processes would be limited and
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interfere with Duquesne's management of its business. This information should not be

in the tariff.

While Duquesne opposes providing this information in the form of a tariff filing,

Duquesne continues to welcome providing this information to the Commission for

review at any time to ensure Duquesne is providing service, under reasonable terms, to

its customers.

§56.82 Timing of termination

Chapter 14 states at 1406(d), "a public utility may terminate service for the

reasons set forth in subsection (a) from Monday through Friday as long as the public

utility can accept payment to restore service on the following day and can restore

service, consistent with section §1407. The language in the proposed regulations adds

additional requirements and states "a public utility may terminate service for reasons set

forth in §56.81 from Monday through Friday as long as the public utility has offices open

on the following day during regular business hours and personnel on duty who can

negotiate conditions to restore service, accept emergency medical certificates, accept

payment to restore service and can restore service, consistent with §56.191."

Duquesne's concern is with the language that places additional requirements on

the utility than the requirements of Chapter 14, such as "having personnel who can

negotiate conditions to restore".

The language in 1406(d) is clear. Further, negotiating conditions to restore

service will not necessarily provide for, or hasten, service restoration. If there is a

medical certificate presented, the service will be restored within 24 hours. However, if

11



the service was properly terminated, the utility is provided three days for restoration as

provided in §1407.

Duquesne estimates that cost to provide these additional requirements would be

$9,600 per Saturday, or $500,000 annually.

It is Duquesne's position that the language at §56.82 should follow that as stated

in Chapter 14, specifically "the public utility can accept payment to restore service on

the following day and can restore service, consistent with section §1407".

§56.91 General notice provisions and contents of termination notice

The proposed regulations at §56.91(5) require utilities to provide information on

the ten-day termination notices that service would be terminated unless the customer

enrolls in a "Universal Service Program". LIHEAP and CRISIS grants, as well as

various company weatherization programs, etc., are also defined as "Universal

Services" programs. If the Commission defines Universal Service Program, in Section

56.2 to be a Customer Assistance Program, i.e., a program offered by Duquesne, then

Duquesne has no objection to this change. However, if it is going to be interpreted to

mean enrollment in any of the various Universal Service programs, apart from the

Customer Assistance Program, that should not stay a pending termination.

For example, a Smart Comfort visit, whose purpose is to assist a customer in

usage reduction, has no impact on paying off an accrued arrearage, and therefore,

should not be a valid reason to stay a pending termination.

Duquesne feels that the term "Universal Service Program" should be properly

defined, or more appropriately, changed to only include enrollment in the company's

Customer Assistance Program.

12



§56.93 Personal contact

The proposed regulations at §56.93 (4) (b) state that phone contact shall be

deemed complete upon attempted calls on 2 separate days to the residence between

the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. if the calls were made at various times each day, with the

various times of the day being daytime before 5 p.m. and evening after 5 p.m. and at

least 2 hours apart. The statute provides in §1406 (B) (1) (ii) "phone contact shall be

deemed complete upon attempted calls on 2 separate days to the residence between

the hours of 7 a.m. and 9 p.m. if the calls were made at various times each day."

We do not oppose the distinction between daytime and evening calls but oppose

that they need to be 2 hours apart. To require all the outbound callers to do a further

check to insure the calls are two hours apart adds complexity and costs. Having one

call before 5 p.m. and one call after 5 p.m. is acceptable, but further requirements

should not be adopted.

§56.97 Procedures upon customer or occupant contact prior to termination

For the same reason as noted in the comments under §56.91, the proposed

regulations at §56.97 require termination notices state that enrollment in a "Universal

Service Program" would be one of the criteria to satisfy a pending termination.

Duquesne does not believe that the inclusion of the words "Universal Service Program"

in §56.97 (2) (iv) is appropriate in these proposed regulations. As stated earlier, CRISIS

grants and Smart Comfort visits, as well as various company weatherization programs,

etc., are also defined as "Universal Services" programs. Duquesne does not feel that

the Commission had actually intended enrollment in any of the various Universal

13



Service programs, apart from the Customer Assistance Program, would be appropriate

to stay a pending termination, and therefore, these programs should not appear on

termination notices as reasons to satisfy a pending termination.

It is Duquesne's position that the language contained at §56.97(2)(iv) be

changed to read "Enrolling in the public utility's Customer Assistance Program".

§56.100 Additional winter surveys

Duquesne is not sure what benefit would come from additional surveys of

premises, other than another count. Multiple surveys do not provide the Company or

the Commission with any useful information or help these customers find additional

assistance. Duquesne's experience has shown that most customers whose service is

terminated for nonpayment and want or need assistance work with us during the initial

contacts soon after termination.

But there are significant costs to conducting additional surveys. Duquesne

projects that its costs would increase by $50,000 annually if required to provide two

additional surveys. Duquesne would not object if there was real benefit that would be

derived from two additional surveys that exceeded those costs, but there would be no

real benefit.

Duquesne's position is that no changes should be made to the current

regulations requiring utilities to conduct one survey during the heating season.

§56.111 General Provisions

The proposed regulations, at §56.111, extends the medical certification

provisions to applicants, in addition to customers. Duquesne Light objects to extending

14



this provisioo to ooo-costomers soch as ao applicaot. A medical certificatioo is a limited

right for a limited period of time for a persoo to retaio service who has falleo behiod oo

their paymeots of electric service provided. Ao applicaot is oot a costomer oor has the

rights associated with beiog a costomer. Forthermore, sioce they have oo electricity as

ao applicaot, they are oot placed io aoy worse sitoatioo by deoyiog them the beoefits of

a medical certificatioo io order to try to obtaio service. The porpose of a medical

certificatioo is to preveot ao existiog costomer from beiog placed io a worse positioo (oo

electricity) that coold caose deterioratioo io their health circomstaoces.

Doqoesoe's coocero for exteodiog the medical provisions foood at §56.111 to

applicaots woold facilitate applicaots, while liviog safely elsewhere, to ose these medical

provisioos solely to obtaio service at the oew premise while circomveotiog the credit

screeoiog aod secority deposit reqoiremeots. If Doqoesoe oses the same perceotage

of delioqoeot costomers who obtaioed medicals io 2008 to reestablish electric service

after ooopaymeot termioatioo, Doqoesoe estimates that the perceotage of applicaots

who woold obtaio a medical certificate to establish oew service woold cost the compaoy

approximately $860,000 aoooally.

It is Doqoesoe's positioo that refereoces to applicaots io §56.111 be strickeo aod

this sectioo of the proposed regolatioos be limited to costomers or occopaots of the

premises.

§56.163 Commission Informal complaint procedure

The proposed regolatioos, specifically at §56.163 (1), states "If the complaioaot is

withoot poblic otility service, or io other emergeocy sitoatioos as ideotified by

Commissioo staff, the ioformatioo reqoested by Commissioo staff shall be provided by
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the public utility within 5 days of the request". Duquesne is concerned that this

proposed regulation, as currently written, is overly broad. Specifically, Duquesne's

primary concern is that the proposed regulations simply state "if the complainant is

without service".

There are many situations in which an applicant or customer may file a complaint

and be without service, such as situations found during major storms or similar

instances of distribution system disturbances, outages caused by a vehicular accident,

system upgrades or maintenance, etc., in addition to the historical "off cases" for those

accounts that have been terminated for nonpayment. Further, the definition of

"complainant" may also include applicants recently denied credit within the application

process.

With the broad use of the word "complainant", Duquesne is concerned with its

ability to accurately and completely investigate each of the potential complaints it may

receive, sufficient to provide Commission staff with a complete report. Given that the

proposed regulations will bring such a broad mandate, Duquesne recommends that the

Commission clarify that the five-day Company response be specifically for customers

who have been terminated for nonpayment, and continue with the requirement for

company responses within 30 days of receipt for all other complaint types.

Further, Duquesne is not objecting to this short response time requirement.

However, Duquesne feels that the same requirement should apply to the Commission to

render a decision on these "off" cases within a five day time period, identical to that

required by the Company. It makes no sense for the Company to give these off cases

16



special priority over other complaints and then for the Commission not to address the

cases in a similar timely manner.

It's Duquesne's position that the regulations found at §56.163 (1) be further

defined to only include a mandated five-day Company response for those complainants

whose service was terminated for nonpayment. Duquesne's recommendation is that

the last sentence in the proposed language at §56.163 would read "If the complainant is

without public utility service as a result of the service being terminated for failure to pay,

the information requested by the Commission staff shall be provided by the public utility

within 5 days of the request".

Additionally, Duquesne asks that an identical provision in these regulations be

added that require a decision from the Commission on these types of complaints within

a time period that is identical to that required by the Company response.

§56.191 Restoration of Service

The proposed regulations, at §56.191 (3)(b)(1) states that service is to be

restored within 24 hours for erroneous terminations, and includes clarity that "erroneous

terminations include instances when the grounds for termination were removed by the

customer paying the amount needed to avoid termination prior to the termination of the

service". This is NOT an erroneous termination. The Company properly exercised its

right to terminate service and a customer thereafter curing their default by paying does

not make a termination suddenly "erroneous."

Duquesne is required, through these regulations, to provide all customers with

notices of termination well in advance of the actual termination of service. This advance

notice allows ample time for customers to resolve the pending termination, including
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entering into a payment arrangement or making payment sufficient to satisfy

termination. It is Duquesne's position that the second sentence found at §56.191

(3)(b)(1), which states "erroneous terminations include instances when the grounds for

termination were removed by the customer paying the amount needed to avoid

termination prior to the termination of the service" be stricken.

Additional Specific Comments

Duquesne Light also wishes to offer specific comments on areas of the proposed

regulations that, may not require the extensive detail as the comments offered above,

but can benefit from consideration, clarification, or revision. Comments are offered for

the proposed regulations found at:

§56.14 and §56.191 (d), adding language which excludes situations involving

fraud or theft.

§56.16(d), which could be further clarified by adding the language found at

§1404(b), stating "in the event of a termination of service to a residential customer, a

public utility may transfer to the account of a third party guarantor any portion of the

unpaid balance which is equivalent to the cash deposit requirement of the customer,

who shall be responsible for payment owed to the public utility."

§56.21 (4), that should be clarified to be clear that the effective date of payment

electronically transmitted to a public utility should be the date of actual receipt of the

electronic of payment, not notification of a pending payment which may later be

cancelled by the customer. Duquesne's position is that this clarity will insure the
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effective date of the payment occurs when funds have been secured and any chance

for an NSF or stop on a payment have been eliminated.

§56.33, which should clarify that all third party guarantors should be credit worthy

and have passed credit standards.

§56.36 (1), which proposes the public utility specify in writing the amount of the

unpaid balance, the dates during which the balance accrued and the location and

customer name at which the balance accrued. Duquesne does not oppose including

the unpaid balance, date service ended, customer name and location of the last service

address, but requests, in instances where the balance had accrued over time at multiple

addresses, that this level of information be provided should the customer dispute the

outstanding balance.

§56.36 (1), that proposes to include a statement informing victims of domestic

violence with a Protection from Abuse Order that more lenient credit and liability

standards may be available. Duquesne Light does not oppose adding a statement

concerning Protection from Abuse Orders but requests to remove the wording "more

lenient credit and liability standards may be available" and replacing it with "other credit

and liability standards may apply."

§56.32(a)(2), which states "the credit scoring methodology utilized for this

purpose must specifically assess the risk of utility bill payment." Duquesne believes this

language directly contradicts the policy statement found at §56.31, which states "deposit

policies must be based upon the credit risk of the individual applicant or customer rather

than the credit history of the affected premises or the collective credit reputation or

experience in the area in which the applicant or customer lives without regard to race,
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sex, age over 18, national origin or marital status." Because many utilities do not report

to credit bureaus, relying on a credit-scoring model that would assess the risk of only

utility bill payment would either not exist or be extremely ineffective. Duquesne's

position would be to change the proposed language at §56.32 (a)(2) to be consistent

with that as stated in §56.31.

§56.54, it should be clarified to state "If a customer is eligible to have all or a

portion of the security deposit returned as required in §56.53, the customer may choose

to have it refunded or credited to the account to pay future bills."

§56.114 (2) Renewals language is stated "the number of renewals for the

customer's household is limited to two 30-day certifications that concern medical

certificates filed for the same set of arrearages and same termination action."

Duquesne does not oppose the language for "the same set of arrearages" but feels "the

same termination action" is unclear. Duquesne requests to strike "the same termination

action" from §56.114 (2).

Conclusion

Duquesne Light takes very seriously its responsibility to maintain affordable rates

while providing safe and affordable energy to all of its customers. Duquesne considers

termination of service due to nonpayment of delinquent accounts as the last option

available to manage delinquencies and to mitigate base rate increases for our

customers. However, termination of service and other protections, such as requests for

security deposits, are options that must be implemented in order to be fair to all

customers and effectively manage bad debt expense and rates to all of our customers.
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The General Assembly's intent of Chapter 14 was to protect responsible bill

paying customers from the rate increases attributable to the uncollectible accounts of

customers that can afford to pay their bills but choose not to pay.

Duquesne felt it was important to comment on some of the more challenging

issues proposed in the new regulations and the obvious impact these changes will have

on each of our customer who pay their bills.

Duquesne requests that the Commission consider its comments, and the

comments filed by the Energy Association of Pennsylvania, which we fully support.

Duquesne further requests the Commission reconsider the proposed changes to

Chapter 56 regulations that Duquesne comments on herein, and reemphasizes through

these regulations the responsibility all industry participants share, both utilities and

regulators, to control utility service expenses in an effort that will maintain affordable

rates for all customers.

Duquesne Light Company thanks the Commission for its time and attention to

this issue and respectfully requests that the Commission consider and adopt the

changes recommended in these Comments:

Respectfully Submitted,

DUQUESNE LIGHT COMPANY

April 20, 2009

By Counsel?

/A. Jac
AY\ TBeyentlif Avenue
WsburghTRA 15219

412-393-1541
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